BLIND DETECTION APPARATUS AND METHOD

The present disclosure discloses a blind detection apparatus, including: a calculation unit configured, according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter, to respectively calculate addresses in a memory of soft information data required by processing which is carried out by a plurality of sub-channels; and the plurality of sub-channels configured to perform blind detection processing in parallel according to a result obtained by the calculation unit. The present disclosure discloses a blind detection method which includes: respectively calculating the addresses in a memory of soft information data required by processing which is carried out by a plurality of sub-channels according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter; performing blind detection processing in parallel by the plurality of sub-channels according to a calculation result. According to the above technical schemes of the present disclosure, the physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) blind detection is performed in parallel in a pipeline processing manner by a plurality of channels, the efficiency of UE downlink PDCCH blind detection can be improved and the requirement for real-time performance can be ensured, thus the whole performance of a long term evolution (LTE) terminal system is improved.

Fig. 1
The present disclosure relates to a blind detection technology, in particular to a blind detection apparatus and a blind detection method.

A Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) in a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system is used for bearing various scheduling information and some control information on uplink and downlink. One PDCCH is transmitted on one or more Control Channel Elements (CCEs), wherein the CCE is a combination of Resource Elements (REs); User Equipment (UE) needs to detect a series of PDCCH candidate sets within each sub-frame; all UEs are required to monitor a common space and a UE specific space. Reference 3GPP TS36.213.9.1.1 regulates the candidate set times that UE needs to monitor in various situations, as shown in Table 1:

It can be seen from Table 1 that one search space is a combination of a series of CCEs, wherein the set size can be 1, 2, 4 or 8 CCEs; the common search space is monitored by all UEs in one cell and only supports two set levels with aggregation degrees of 4 and 8; the UE specific search space supports all set levels, and only part of UEs in one cell need to monitor the UE specific search space. From Table 1 it also can be seen that the number of PDCCH candidate sets is an integral multiple of 2, that is, 2, 4 or 6.

In one sub-frame, when an evolved Node B (eNB) does not know channel quality, a high layer cannot determine a PDCCH format; at this moment, UE needs to perform a Downlink Control Information (DCI) blind detection on all search spaces in each aggregation degree; for each PDCCH format, the UE needs to calculate every possible CCE location of DCI and perform a blind detection on all candidate sets.

The blind detection implementation method in the related art is that both eNB and UE use a fixed PDCCH format, that is, the eNB allocates an appointed aggregation degree L during a generation process of PDCCH, the UE performs a DCI detection under the pre-assigned L; however, by the method, the requirement for real-time performance cannot be met if the blind detection of all DCI formats is to be realized when the DCI type and the aggregation degree L are increased.

To sum up, there has been a problem in the related art that the blind detection technology has a low efficiency and the real-time performance requirement cannot be met.

The present disclosure is disclosed to solve the problem in the related art that the present blind detection technology has a low efficiency and cannot meet the real-time performance requirement; the main object of the present disclosure is to provide a blind detection apparatus and a blind detection method.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a blind detection apparatus includes: a calculation unit configured, according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter, to respectively calculate addresses in a memory of soft information data required by processing which is carried out by a plurality of sub-channels; and the
plurality of sub-channels configured to perform blind detection processing in parallel according to a result obtained by the calculation unit.

[0009] Preferably, the calculation unit may be further configured to respectively calculate an address in the memory of soft information data of each candidate set according to the number of candidate sets.

[0010] Preferably, each sub-channel may further include: a rate de-matching unit configured to respectively read the soft information data of each candidate set according to the result obtained by the calculation unit, and respectively perform rate de-matching processing on the read soft information data; a decoding unit configured to perform tail-biting convolution decoding processing on the data processed by the rate de-matching unit; and a descrambling unit configured to perform Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) and Radio Network Temporary Identity (RNTI) descrambling processing on the data processed by the decoding unit, and store a correct descrambling processing result into a backward-stage memory.

[0011] Preferably, the descrambling unit performs the CRC and RNTI descrambling processing, and may be further configured to: perform local CRC on a non-CRC part of the data processed by the decoding unit, perform an exclusive OR (XOR) operation on a checking result and a corresponding RNTI value, comparing an operation result with a CRC bit in the data processed by the decoding unit and store corresponding downlink control information when the operation result is consistent with the CRC bit.

[0012] Preferably, the apparatus may further include: a first-in first-out (FIFO) unit arranged between the rate de-matching unit and the decoding unit.

[0013] Preferably, the sub-frame configuration parameter may include at least one of the following: band width, a transmission mode, a frame structure type, total length of soft information, an RNTI value, a search starting location of a UE specific space under each aggregation degree, type of to-be-detected downlink control information, and a search priority configuration parameter.

[0014] Preferably, the search priority configuration parameter may include at least one of the following: space search priority, common space aggregation degree search priority, UE specific space aggregation degree search priority and default search priority.

[0015] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a blind detection method includes: respectively calculating addresses in a memory of soft information data required by processing which is carried out by a plurality of sub-channels according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter; performing blind detection processing in parallel by the plurality of sub-channels according to a calculation result; respectively reading soft information data of each candidate set according to the calculation result and respectively performing rate de-matching processing on the read soft information data by the plurality of sub-channels; respectively performing tail-biting convolution decoding processing on the data processed by the rate de-matching processing by the plurality of sub-channels; respectively performing Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) and Radio Network Temporary Identity (RNTI) descrambling processing on the data processed by the decoding processing; and storing downlink control information obtained by correct descrambling processing into a backward-stage memory by the plurality of sub-channels.

[0016] Preferably, the performing blind detection processing in parallel by the plurality of sub-channels according to a calculation result may further include: respectively reading soft information data of each candidate set according to the calculation result and respectively performing rate de-matching processing on the read soft information data by the plurality of sub-channels; respectively performing tail-biting convolution decoding processing on the data processed by the rate de-matching processing by the plurality of sub-channels; respectively performing Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) and Radio Network Temporary Identity (RNTI) descrambling processing on the data processed by the decoding processing, and storing downlink control information obtained by correct descrambling processing into a backward-stage memory by the plurality of sub-channels.

[0017] Preferably, the sub-frame configuration parameter may include at least one of the following: band width, a transmission mode, a frame structure type, total length of soft information, an RNTI value, a search starting location of a UE specific space under each aggregation degree, type of to-be-detected downlink control information, and a search priority configuration parameter.

[0018] Compared with the related art, according to the above technical schemes of the present disclosure, the efficiency of UE downlink PDCCH blind detection can be improved by adopting a plurality of channels to perform PDCCH blind detection in parallel in a pipeline processing manner, and the requirement for real-time performance is ensured, thus the whole performance of an LTE terminal system is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a blind detection apparatus according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 2 shows a control processing flowchart of common space and UE specific space search priority according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 3 shows a control processing flowchart of search priority under two aggregation degrees (L=4 and L=8) in a common search space according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 4 shows a control processing flowchart of search priority under four aggregation degrees (L=1, 2, 3, 4) in a UE specific space according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Fig. 5 shows a processing flowchart of soft information address calculation and soft information data reading according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of a preferred structure of the blind detection apparatus according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of CRC and RNTI descrambling processing according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of a blind detection method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

Fig. 9 shows a flowchart of a preferred processing scheme of the blind detection method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] The present disclosure allocates a special state for DCI detection under each aggregation degree to control the reading of PDCCH soft information data by applying multi-channel (more than two channels) parallel processing and flexibly configuring required parameters, performs corresponding scheduling of each state according to detection priority and thus realizes blind detection of all DCI with search priority controllable.

[0021] For a better understanding of the purpose, the technical scheme and the advantages of the present disclosure, the present disclosure is further illustrated below in detail in conjunction with accompanying drawings and specific embodiments.

[0022] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a blind detection apparatus is provided.

[0023] Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a blind detection apparatus according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 1, the apparatus comprises: a calculation unit 10 and a plurality of blind detection processing sub-channels 20.

[0024] The calculation unit 10 is configured, according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter, to respectively calculate addresses in a memory of soft information data required by the processing which is carried out by the plurality of blind detection processing sub-channels, wherein the sub-frame configuration parameter includes at least one of the following: bandwidth, a transmission mode, a frame structure type (for example, Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD)), total length of soft information, an RNTI value, a search starting location of a UE specific space in each aggregation degree, type of to-be-detected DCI, and a search priority configuration parameter.

[0025] Performing corresponding scheduling of each state according to detection priority can realize blind detection of all DCI with search priority controllable; the specific process of control processing according to a search priority configuration parameter is illustrated in detail with reference to Fig. 2 to Fig. 4.

[0026] The search priority configuration parameter includes space search priority which includes common space priority detection and UE specific space priority detection. Referring to Fig. 2, Fig. 2 shows a control processing flowchart of common space and UE specific space search priority according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 2, the flow comprises:

step S202: obtaining a search space priority parameter;

step S204: judging whether it is common space priority detection, if so, executing step S206, otherwise, executing step S212;

step S206: performing common space DCI detection;

step S208: judging whether UE space detection is needed, if so, executing step S210, otherwise, ending the flow;

step S210: performing UE specific space DCI detection, and ending the flow;

step S212: performing UE specific space DCI detection;

step S214: judging whether common space detection is needed, if so, executing step S216, otherwise, ending the
flow; and
step S216: performing common space DCI detection, and ending the flow.

[0027] The search priority configuration parameter also includes common space aggregation degree search priority; referring to Fig. 3, Fig. 3 shows a control processing flowchart of search priority under two aggregation degrees (L=4 and L=8) in a common search space according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 3, the flow comprises the steps of:

step S302: obtaining a common space priority parameter;
step S304: judging whether L=4 is prior to others, if so, executing step S306, otherwise, executing step S312;
step S306: performing common space DCI detection under the aggregation degree L=4;
step S308: judging whether detection is needed when L=8, if so, executing step S310, otherwise, ending the flow;
step S310: performing common space DCI detection under the aggregation degree L=8, ending the flow;
step S312: performing common space DCI detection under the aggregation degree L=8;
step S314: judging whether detection is needed when L=4, if so, executing step S316, otherwise, ending the flow;
step S316: performing common space DCI detection under the aggregation degree L=4, ending the flow;

[0028] The search priority configuration parameter also includes UE specific space aggregation degree search priority; referring to Fig. 4, Fig. 4 shows a control processing flowchart of search priority under four aggregation degrees (L=1, 2, 3, 4) in a UE specific space according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 4, the flow comprises the steps of:

step S402: obtaining a UE specific space priority parameter;
step S404 to step S408: first performing DCI detection under an aggregation degree corresponding to the top priority, then performing DCI detection under an aggregation degree corresponding to the second priority; and then performing DCI detection under a corresponding aggregation degree according to the priority sequence; finally performing DCI detection under an aggregation degree corresponding to the lowest priority.

[0029] Besides, the search priority configuration parameter may also include default search priority.

[0030] The calculation unit 10, according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter, respectively calculates addresses in a memory of soft information data required by the processing which is carried out by the plurality of sub-channels; Fig. 5 shows the processing that the calculation unit 10 performs soft information address calculation and soft information data reading, as shown in Fig. 5, the flow comprises the steps of:

step S502: calculating the starting address in the RAM of the search space of each blind detection processing sub-channel according to a CCE starting location;
step S504: reading a certain length of soft information data according to the current aggregation degree;
step S506: judging whether rate de-matching is completed, if not, executing step S506 circularly, otherwise, executing step S508;
step S508: judging whether the searching times reach the number of candidate sets, if not, executing step S510, otherwise, executing step S512;
step S510: calculating the starting location in the RAM of soft information of next candidate set of each blind detection processing sub-channel, and continuing to execute step S504;
step S512: judging whether all the aggregation degrees are detected, if not, executing step S514, otherwise, ending...
the flow; and

step S514: performing DCI detection under an aggregation degree corresponding to next priority, and executing step S502.

[0031] The plurality of blind detection processing sub-channels 20 are configured to perform blind detection processing in parallel according to a result obtained by the calculation unit 10. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of a preferred structure of the blind detection apparatus according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 1, each blind detection processing sub-channel (blind detection processing sub-channels 0 to n) includes the following units respectively: a rate de-matching unit 210, a decoding unit 220 and a descrambling unit 230; wherein

[0032] the rate de-matching unit 210 is configured to respectively read soft information data of each candidate set according to the result obtained by the calculation unit 10, and respectively perform rate de-matching processing on the read soft information data; the decoding unit 220 (a Viterbi decoding unit as shown in Fig. 6) is configured to perform tail-biting convolution decoding processing on the data processed by the rate de-matching unit 210; the descrambling unit 230 (or called CRC, RNTI descrambling unit) is configured to perform CRC and RNTI descrambling processing on the data processed by the decoding unit 220, and store downlink control information obtained by correct descrambling processing into a backward-stage memory (RAM); the descrambling unit 230 further performs local CRC on the non-CRC part of the data processed by the decoding unit, performs an exclusive OR (XOR) operation on a checking result and a corresponding RNTI value, compares the operation result with a CRC bit in the data processed by the decoding unit, and stores corresponding downlink control information when the operation result is consistent with the CRC bit. Specifically, please refer to Fig. 7 for the work flow of the descrambling unit 230. Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of CRC and RNTI descrambling processing according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 7, the flow comprises the steps of:

step S702: performing local CRC on the decoded data;

step S704: judging the current DCI type according to an input parameter;

step S706: performing descrambling using possible RNTI values;

step S708: judging whether descrambling is correct, if so, executing step S712, otherwise, executing step S710;

step S710: judging whether all RNTIs are finished descrambling, if so, ending the flow, otherwise, continuing to executing step S706;

step S712: storing detected DCI information, and ending the flow.

[0033] As shown in Fig. 6, a first-in first-out (FIFO) unit 240 is further arranged between the rate de-matching unit 210 and the decoding unit 220; the FIFO unit 240 is configured to perform rate control so as to realize the pipeline processing of the whole link.

[0034] Besides, a backward-stage logic unit is further configured in Fig. 6, to control the storage of an output result of the descrambling unit 230 into a backward-stage memory (RAM).

[0035] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, the number of the blind detection processing sub-channels can be set in accordance with actual requirement, e.g., 2, 3 or 4, etc.; the embodiments of the present disclosure are illustrated hereinafter in detail by taking two blind detection processing sub-channels as example.

Embodiment 1:

[0036] in LTE UE FDD, band width is 20MHz; the type of to-be-detected DCI includes DCI0 and DCI1A; the total number of CCEs is 64, the starting CCE of the search space is 1 when UE specific space L=1, the starting CCE of the search space is 2 when L=2, the starting CCE of the search space is 4 when L=4, the starting CCE of the search space is 8 when L=8; no search priority is set (i.e. operating according to a default priority); two blind detection processing sub-channels are adopted to perform parallel processing.

[0037] Step 1: a PDCCH soft information address calculation unit calculates the starting location in the RAM of soft information data of each blind detection processing sub-channel; search priority is judged first, if no priority is set, then according to a default search order, detection is performed in Common space first, then in UE specific space. In the Common space, the detection in the case of L=4 is performed first, then the detection in the case of L=8 is performed;
in the UE specific space, detection is performed according to a default order of L=1, 2, 4, 8. In the Common space, when L=4, during the first search, the CCE search starting location of the blind detection processing sub-channel 0 is 0 while the CCE search starting location of the blind detection processing sub-channel 1 is 4; during the second search, the CCE search starting location of the blind detection processing sub-channel 0 is 8 while the CCE search starting location of the blind detection processing sub-channel 1 is 12; when L=8, the two blind detection processing sub-channels need to perform searching for only one time respectively, the CCE search starting location of the blind detection processing sub-channel 0 is 0 while the CCE search starting location of the blind detection processing sub-channel 1 is 8. In the UE specific space, when L=1 and 2, the candidate set times are 6, the two blind detection processing sub-channels process in parallel and need to process for three times respectively; when L=4 and 8, the two blind detection processing sub-channels only need to process for one time. According to a protocol, if a CCE location crosses the boundary, it is necessary to turn back to the zero CCE location to perform detection. When soft information data is read, the original bit length of DCI is not taken into account; the soft information data length needed to be read under each aggregation degree is as shown in Table 2; the whole flow of soft information address calculation and soft information data reading is shown in Fig. 5; during the process of reading data from the RAM, it is needed to judge whether boundary cross occurs, once the boundary is crossed, the reading address of the RAM has to be returned to the soft information initial address; and the data read from the RAM is sent to the rate de-matching unit.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDCCH format</th>
<th>The number of CCEs</th>
<th>The number of RE groups</th>
<th>The number of PDCCH bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0038] Step 2: the rate de-matching unit receives the soft information read from the RAM, performs rate de-matching in conjunction with corresponding parameters, finally obtains three-path output data and then temporarily stores the three-path output data into the FIFO; when the rate de-matching is completed, a Viterbi decoding unit is notified that data is ready, and the PDCCH soft information address calculation unit is notified that data of a next candidate set can be read after the data in the FIFO is read.

[0039] Step 3: the Viterbi decoding unit reads data of a corresponding length from the FIFO to decode, and sends the decoded result to the CRC and RNTI descrambling unit.

[0040] Step 4: the CRC and RNTI descrambling unit receives the data output from the Viterbi decoding unit, performs local CRC on the non-CRC part of the output data with reference to the processing flow shown in Fig. 7, then performs an XOR operation on the checking result and possible RNTI values, compares the operation result with a CRC bit in the decoding result, and records the corresponding DCI information when the operation result is consistent with the CRC bit. The RNTI descrambling mode of each DCI can be found from Table 3; it can be known from Table 3 that DCI0 and DCI1A have five possible descrambling modes in the common space, that is, SI-RNTI, P-RNTI, RA-RNTI, C-RNTI, and T-C-RNTI, wherein the five RNTI values are needed to be traversed when descrambling is performed; in the UE specific space, DCI0 and DCI1A have two RNTI descrambling modes, that is, C-RNTI and T-C-RNTI, wherein just the two RNTI values are traversed when descrambling is performed. The DCI information correctly detected is sent to the back stage RAM to be stored temporarily. The detection flow of DCI0 and DCI1A is completed here.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common space</th>
<th>UE specific space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCI0/1A/3/3A</td>
<td>DCI1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI0/1A</td>
<td>DCI1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI2</td>
<td>DCI2A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mode 1

| SI-RNTI, P-RNTI, RA-RNTI, C-RNTI, T-C-RNTI, TPC-PUCCH-RNTI, TPC-PUSCH-RNTI |
| SI-RNTI, P-RNTI, RA-RNTI, C-RNTI, T-C-RNTI |
| C-RNTI, T-C-RNTI |
| C-RNTI, T-C-RNTI |
Embodiment 2:

[0041] in LTE UE FDD, band width is 20MHz; the type of DCI to be detected includes DCI0 and DCI1A; the total number of CCEs is 64, the starting CCE of the search space is 1 when UE specific space L=1, the starting CCE of the search space is 2 when L=2, the starting CCE of the search space is 4 when L=4, the starting CCE of the search space is 8 when L=8; the priority is set that the UE specific space is prior to others, in the UE specific space, the priority order of each aggregation degree is that L=4, 8, 1, 2 in turn, that is, the search is performed first under the aggregation degree which is 4, then, the search is performed under the aggregation degree which is 8, 1, 2 sequentially; in the common space, detection is performed according to default priority, two blind detection processing sub-channels are adopted to perform parallel processing.

[0042] Step 1: the PDCCH soft information address calculation unit calculates the starting location in the RAM of soft information data of each blind detection processing sub-channel; referring to Fig. 2, search priority is judged first; detection is performed first in the UE specific space and then in the common space. In the UE specific space, search priority is judged with reference to Fig. 4, detection is performed first under the aggregation degree which is 4; when L=4, the number of candidate sets is 2, therefore, the two blind detection processing sub-channels only need to process for one time; the CCE starting location is 4, then the starting address offset value of the soft information corresponding to the blind detection processing sub-channel 0 is 4x72, that is, 288; the starting address offset value of the soft information corresponding to the blind detection processing sub-channel 1 is (4+4)x72, that is, 576; after the respective starting addresses of the two blind detection processing sub-channels are calculated, the soft information of four CCEs are read from corresponding RAM, that is, 288 soft information data, and then is sent to the rate de-matching modules of respective channels. When reading data from the RAM, it is judged in real time whether an RAM address crosses the boundary, if the RAM address crosses the boundary, it is necessary to turn back to the zero address to read data. After rate de-
matching is completed, the detection in the case of L=8 is performed subsequently, and the address calculation process above is repeated; in the case that L=1 and 2, each blind detection processing sub-channel needs to process for three times respectively; after the UE specific space is completely detected, detection is performed in the common space according to default priority. When soft information data is read, the original bit length of DCI is not taken into account; the soft information data length needed to be read under each aggregation degree is as shown in Table 2; the whole flow of soft information address calculation and soft information data reading is shown in Fig. 5; during the process of reading data from RAM, it is needed to judge whether boundary cross occurs, once the boundary is crossed, the reading address of the RAM has to be returned to the soft information initial address; and the data read from the RAM is sent to the rate de-matching unit.

[0043] Step 2: the rate de-matching unit receives soft information read from the RAM, performs rate de-matching in conjunction with corresponding parameters, finally obtains three-path output data and then temporarily stores the three-path output data into the FIFO; when rate de-matching is completed, a Viterbi decoding unit is notified that data is ready, and the PDCCH soft information address calculation unit is notified that a next candidate set data can be read after the data in the FIFO is read.

[0044] Step 3: the Viterbi decoding unit reads data of a corresponding length from the FIFO to decode, and sends the decoded result to the CRC and RNTI descrambling unit.

[0045] Step 4: the CRC and RNTI descrambling unit receives the data output from the Viterbi decoding unit, performs local CRC on the non-CRC part of the output data with reference to the processing flow shown in Fig. 7, then performs an XOR operation on the checking result and possible RNTI values, compares the operation result with a CRC bit in the decoding result, and records the corresponding DCI information when the operation result is consistent with the CRC bit. The RNTI descrambling mode of each DCI can be found from Table 3; it can be known from Table 3 that DCI0 and DCIA have two RNTI descrambling modes, that is, C-RNTI and T-C-RNTI, wherein just the two RNTI values are traversed when descrambling is performed; the DCIO and DCIA have five possible descrambling modes in the common space, that is, SI-RNTI, P-RNTI, RA-RNTI, C-RNTI, and T-C-RNTI, wherein the five RNTI values are needed to be traversed when descrambling is performed; once certain DCI is detected correctly, a forward stage PDCCH soft information address calculation unit is notified to give up the data reading operation performed currently and switch to the reading operation of other DCI soft information data to be detected. The DCI information correctly detected is sent to a back stage RAM to be stored temporarily. The detection flow of DCI0 and DCIA with priority controllable is completed here.

Embodiment 3:

[0046] in LTE UE FDD, band width is 20MHz; the type of DCI to be detected includes DCI2A; the total number of CCEs is 64; the starting CCE of the search space is 4 when UE specific space L=4, moreover, only the detection in the case of L=4 is performed by priority control; two blind detection processing sub-channels are adopted to perform parallel processing.

[0047] Step 1: the PDCCH soft information address calculation unit calculates the starting location in RAM of soft information data of each blind detection processing sub-channel; search priority is judged first; only the detection in the case of L=4 is performed in the UE specific space; when L=4, the number of candidate sets is equal to 2, therefore, the two blind detection processing sub-channels only need to process for one time; the CCE starting location is 4, accordingly, the starting address offset value of the soft information corresponding to the blind detection processing sub-channel 0 is 4x72, that is, 288; the starting address offset value of the soft information corresponding to the blind detection processing sub-channel 1 is (4+4)x72, that is, 576; after the respective starting address of the two blind detection processing sub-channels are calculated, the soft information of four CCEs are read from corresponding RAM, that is, 288 soft information data, and then is sent to the rate de-matching modules of respective channels; when reading data from the RAM, it is judged in real time whether an RAM address crosses boundary, if the RAM address crosses the boundary, it is needed to turn back to the zero address to read data. The whole flow of soft information address calculation and soft information data reading is shown in Fig. 5; during the process of reading data from the RAM, it is needed to judge whether boundary cross occurs, once the boundary is crossed, the reading address of the RAM has to be returned to the soft information initial address; and the data read from the RAM is sent to the rate de-matching unit.

[0048] Step 2: the rate de-matching unit receives soft information read from the RAM, performs rate de-matching in conjunction with corresponding parameters, finally obtains three-path output data and then temporarily stores the three-path output data into the FIFO; when rate de-matching is completed, a Viterbi decoding unit is notified that data is ready, and the PDCCH soft information address calculation unit is notified that data of a next candidate set can be read after the data in the FIFO is read.

[0049] Step 3: the Viterbi decoding unit reads data of a corresponding length from the FIFO to decode, and sends the decoded result to the CRC and RNTI descrambling unit.

[0050] Step 4: the CRC and RNTI descrambling unit receives the data output from the Viterbi decoding unit, performs local CRC on the non-CRC part of the output data with reference to the process flow shown in Fig. 7, then performs an
XOR operation on the checking result and possible RNTI values, compares the operation result with a CRC bit in the decoding result, and records the corresponding DCI information when the operation result is consistent with the CRC bit. The RNTI descrambling mode of each DCI can be found from Table 3; it can be known from Table 3 that DCI2A has only one RNTI descrambling mode, that is, C-RNTI, wherein just this RNTI value is traversed when descrambling is performed; the DCI information correctly detected is sent to a back stage RAM to be stored temporarily. The detection flow of DCI2A is completed here.

[0051] The embodiments above are illustrated by taking two blind detection processing sub-channels as an example; the present disclosure is not limited to the above, and also can set 3, 4 or more blind detection processing sub-channels according to actual requirements, the specific processes of which are similar to that of two blind detection processing sub-channels, no further description is needed here.

[0052] According to the above embodiments of the present disclosure, the PDCCH blind detection with multi-channel parallel processing greatly shortens the process time is reduced greatly by adopting a plurality of channels to perform PDCCH blind detection in parallel, and thus the requirement for real-time performance is guaranteed.

[0053] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a blind detection method is further provided.

Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of a blind detection method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 8, the flow comprises the steps:

- **Step S802**: respectively calculating addresses in a memory of soft information data required to be processed by a plurality of sub-channels according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter; wherein the sub-frame configuration parameter includes at least one of the following: bandwidth, a transmission mode, a frame structure type, total length of soft information, an RNTI value, a search starting location of a UE specific space under each aggregation degree, the type of to-be-detected downlink control information and a search priority configuration parameter; and

- **Step S804**: performing blind detection processing in parallel by the plurality of blind detection processing sub-channels according to a calculation result.

[0055] The flow as shown in Fig. 8 is further illustrated below in conjunction with Fig. 9; Fig. 9 shows a flowchart of a preferred process scheme of the blind detection method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 9, the flow comprises the steps of:

- **Step S902**: obtaining a sub-frame configuration parameter;
- **Step S904**: calculating the starting location address of each blind detection processing sub-channel respectively according to the sub-frame configuration parameter;
- **Step S906**: respectively performing rate de-matching by each blind detection processing sub-channel;
- **Step S908**: completing rate de-matching and sending data to a next processing unit;
- **Step S910**: judging whether all candidate sets finish the rate de-matching, if not, executing step S910, otherwise, executing step S922;
- **Step S912**: calculating the soft information starting location address of a next search space according to the candidate times, and continuing to execute step S906;
- **Step S914**: respectively performing tail-biting convolution decoding processing by each blind detection processing sub-channel, wherein step S914 and step S910 are processed in parallel, there is no sequence when they are executed;
- **Step S916**: respectively performing CRC and RNTI descrambling processing by each blind detection processing sub-channel;
- **Step S918**: respectively performing DCI information storage processing by each blind detection processing sub-channel;
- **Step S920**: judging whether all candidate sets are processed, if not, executing step S916, otherwise, executing step S922;
step S922: judging whether all DCIs are processed, if so, ending the flow, otherwise, continuing to execute step
S924; and

step S924: performing detection on a next type of DCI and executing step S90.

[0056] To sum up, according to the above technical schemes of the present disclosure, the PDCCH blind detection
is performed in parallel in a pipeline processing manner by a plurality of channels, thus the efficiency of UE downlink
PDCCH blind detection can be improved, the requirement for real-time performance can be ensured, and the whole
performance of an LTE terminal system can be improved.

[0057] The above are only the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and not intended to limit the present
disclosure. For those skilled in the art, various modifications and changes can be made to the present disclosure. Any
modification, equivalent substitute and improvement within the spirit and principle of the present disclosure are deemed
to be included within the scope of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A blind detection apparatus, comprising a calculation unit and more than two blind detection processing sub-channels;
   wherein
   the calculation unit is configured, according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter, to respectively
calculate addresses in a memory of soft information data required by processing which is carried out by more than
two blind detection processing sub-channels;
   the more than two blind detection processing sub-channels are configured to perform blind detection processing in
parallel according to a result obtained by the calculation unit.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the calculation unit is further configured to respectively calculate an
   address in the memory of soft information data of each candidate set according to the number of candidate sets.

3. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the blind detection processing sub-channel further comprises a rate
de-matching unit, a decoding unit and a descrambling unit; wherein
   the rate de-matching unit is configured to respectively read the soft information data of the each candidate set
   according to the result obtained by the calculation unit, and respectively perform rate de-matching processing on
   the read soft information data;
   the decoding unit is configured to perform tail-biting convolution decoding processing on the data processed by the
   rate de-matching unit; and
   the descrambling unit is configured to perform Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) and Radio Network Temporary
   Identity (RNTI) descrambling processing on the data processed by the decoding unit, and store a correct descrambling
   processing result into a backward-stage memory.

4. The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the descrambling unit further performs local CRC on a non-CRC part
   of the data processed by the decoding unit, performs an exclusive OR operation on a checking result and a corre-
sponding RNTI value, compares an operation result with a CRC bit in the data processed by the decoding unit, and
stores corresponding downlink control information when the operation result is consistent with the CRC bit.

5. The apparatus according to claim 3, further comprising:
   a first-in first-out (FIFO) unit arranged between the rate de-matching unit and the decoding unit, and configured
to realize pipeline control.

6. The apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the sub-frame configuration parameter comprises at
least one of the following: band width, a transmission mode, a frame structure type, a sub-frame uplink/downlink
configuration, total length of soft information, an RNTI value, a search starting location of a User Equipment (UE)
specific space under each aggregation degree, type of to-be-detected downlink control information, and a search
priority configuration parameter.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the search priority configuration parameter comprises at least one of
the following:
space search priority, common space aggregation degree search priority, UE specific space aggregation degree search priority and default search priority.

8. A blind detection method, comprising:

respectively calculating addresses in a memory of soft information data required by processing which is carried out by more than two blind detection sub-channels according to a preconfigured sub-frame configuration parameter;
performing blind detection processing in parallel by the more than two blind detection sub-channels according to a calculation result.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the performing blind detection processing in parallel by the more than two blind detection sub-channels according to a calculation result comprises:

respectively reading soft information data of each candidate set according to the calculation result and respectively performing rate de-matching processing on the read soft information data;
respectively performing tail-biting convolution decoding processing on the data processed by the rate de-matching processing;
respectively performing Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) and Radio Network Temporary Identity (RNTI) descrambling processing on the data processed by the decoding processing, and storing downlink control information obtained by correct descrambling processing into a backward-stage memory.

10. The method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the sub-frame configuration parameter comprises at least one of the following: band width, a transmission mode, a frame structure type, total length of soft information, an RNTI value, a search starting location of a User Equipment (UE) specific space under each aggregation degree, type of to-be-detected downlink control information, and a search priority configuration parameter.
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